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2004 Boxing 
Day tsunami

• Part of the 
devastation of 
Banda Aceh on the 
island of Sumatra as 
a result of the 
tsunami caused by 
the 2004 Indian 
Ocean earthquake 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Banda_Aceh_Before_and_After_2004_Tsunami.jpg




Hurricane Katrina --New 
Orleans disaster

• Most expensive 
disaster in U.S. history:
recovery costs 
estimated at $200 
billion US
(and rising)

• 1300 fatalities 

• Record U.S. storm surge 
(> 9 m)

FEMA



Natural Hazards
• Earthquakes
• Tsunamis
• Volcanoes
• Near earth objects

– Both short and long range 
forecasting needed 

– As is a way of communicating 
to wider community 

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.csc.noaa.gov/products/tsunamis/htm/images/tsunami/wave2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.csc.noaa.gov/products/tsunamis/htm/cascadia/t_intro.htm&h=198&w=250&sz=9&tbnid=04lpqJFl_9LXlM:&tbnh=83&tbnw=106&hl=en&start=6&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dimages%2Bof%2Btsunamis%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.nationalgeographic.com/ngkids/0312/images/stories_volcano_image.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.nationalgeographic.com/ngkids/0312/&h=170&w=252&sz=7&tbnid=c0xeCxqSeVRNgM:&tbnh=71&tbnw=106&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dimages%2Bof%2Bvolcanoes%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DX


By mining into the remarkable 
understanding of the earth system 
developed by geophysical 
scientists around the world, we 
need to move towards an effective 
global system of surveillance and 
response to minimise the risks to 
populations from these terrestrial 
catastrophes which are beyond our 
control



Report’s recommendations 

1. Establish an International 
Science Panel for Natural 
Hazard Assessment

2. Explore the possibility of 
extending the World 
Meteorological Organisation 
(WMO) early warning system 
to cover other natural hazards

3. Increase commitment at 
national and international level 
to national capacity building 
for natural hazard assessment



Summary 
• Scientific coordination and advice 

– Different disciplines
– International authoritative view on major hazards

• International capability
– Scientific knowledge and operational capability 
– Consolidate and build upon existing national links with 

international capability 
– Build capacity at all levels and in all sectors

• Multi-hazard global warning system
– Building upon best scientific knowledge 
– Build upon existing operational systems – WMO
– Different sectors and organisations to work together to 

improve multi-hazard approach - UNESCO/IOC, ISDR, 
WHO, WMO
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